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DAYLIGHT AS A DRIVER 
OF CHANGE

Daylight/Architecture 24 celebrates the po- 
tential of natural light to improve lives. Its 
publication coincides with the 6th VELUX 
Daylight Symposium in London, which is part 
of the official program of the UNESCO Inter-
national Year of Light 2015. The Symposium 
supports the specific focus of the UN’s initia-
tive on improved public and political under-
standing of the central role of light in the 
modern world.
 Improving lives goes hand in hand with 
improving health. Hippocrates of Kos (c. 
460 – 370 BC), considered to be the ‘Father 
of Western Medicine’, is renowned for his 
planning advice for health, in which he 
assigned sunlight, baths and fresh air a cen-
tral role in the way cities and buildings were 
planned. His considerations are currently 
being re-introduced in planning, building and 
healthcare. The cover image and  the photog-
raphy by Ole Christiansen in this issue reflect 
this re-orientation and illustrate how much 
our current thinking and architecture still 
owe to the builders, scientists and philoso-
phers of antiquity. 
 There are good reasons for the current 
rediscovery of Hippocrates’ wisdom. Re- 
search shows again and again that we can-
not take healthy living conditions for granted. 
An estimated 80 million people in Europe still 
live in damp dwellings, and some 2 million 
people suffer from asthma for precisely this 
reason. Lack of daylight in our indoor lifestyle 
is just as widespread – leading not only to 
seasonal affective disorder and sleep prob-
lems but also potentially to an almost 
endemic increase in myopia (short-sighted-
ness) in industrialised nations.
 Building on this knowledge, Daylight/
Architecture #24 raises important questions 
on how exactly to change the everyday prac-
tice of building design. What framework con-
ditions need to be modified if we want to see 
more and better daylighting in buildings? 
What role does the education of architects 

play in this respect, and what can scientists, 
the industry and political decision-makers 
contribute? We have put these questions to 
some of the world’s leading daylighting 
experts, and their contributions form the cen-
trepiece of the magazine. Further reflections 
on them can be found on the www.theday-
lightsite.com blog. 
 Furthermore, two of the most pre-emi-
nent figures in contemporary art and archi-
tecture, Olafur Eliasson and Craig Dykers, 
share their reflections on light, darkness and 
the stimulation of our senses in this issue. 
“Sunlight is a prerequisite for physical health, 
affecting our bodies through numerous non-
visual pathways. The body and mind interact-
ing with light is one of the sensory conditions 
that every architect has to contend with if 
the buildings we create are to foster well-
being”, writes Craig Dykers in his essay. Dyk-
ers is co-founder of the architects’ office, 
Snøhetta, well known for projects like the 
Alexandria Library in Egypt, the National 
Opera in Oslo and the National September 11 
Memorial Museum in New York. He also 
served on the jury for the International VELUX 
Award 2004 and 2014. 
 Olafur Eliasson, the artist and creator of 
such memorable installations as The Weather 
Project at London’s Tate Modern (2003) and 
the New York City Waterfalls (2008), speaks 
to us about one of his most recent undertak-
ings. The Natural Light project, which was ini-
tiated by the VELUX Group together with 
Little Sun (a social enterprise co-founded by 
Eliasson), aims to enable thousands of disad-
vantaged people in off-grid regions in Africa 
to harness the power of the sun in order to 
light their homes. It thereby demonstrates in 
a nutshell how light can not just improve indi-
vidual lives but be a driver of change for entire 
communities.

Enjoy the read!
The VELUX Group

VELUX
EDITORIAL
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The temples of ancient Greece manifest an architec-
ture of contrasts: between mass and space, volumes 
and voids as well as between eternal proportions 
and the ever-changing path of the sun. On the long-
est day of the year – 21 June 2015 − the photog-
rapher Ole Christiansen has captured the interplay 
of light and shadows on the walls, friezes and col-
umns of the Acropolis in Athens. 

For decades, daylighting design played rather a 
side role in architecture, but this has dramatically 
changed in the last 15 years. Today, daylight is once 
again considered a clue to healthy and energy-ef-
ficient buildings. In their contributions, 12 leading 
experts from the field of daylighting discuss the 
consequences of this paradigm change and explain 
their ideas on how to make good daylighting a mat-
ter of course in the design of any building. 

Just how indispensable light is to human life be-
comes obvious in the homes of 1.1 billion people liv-
ing in off-grid parts of the world. To provide them 
with a livelihood as well as an opportunity for study, 
work and social encounter, the VELUX Group has in-
itiated the ‘Natural Light’ project together with the 
social business, Little Sun. Its goal is to sell thou-
sands of solar-powered lamps in several African 
countries and thus to render their owners independ-
ent of fossil fuels. 
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Simple though it may seem, building healthier build-
ings is a multi-faceted challenge. Owners and oc-
cupants need to be informed about how buildings 
affect our health, architects need to be trained and 
provided with appropriate design tools, and legally 
binding standards for daylight and fresh air need to 
be promoted. But above all, what is needed are pio-
neers who are willing to invest in healthier buildings.

Light provides an intellectual and physical form to 
our world. It enables us to experience architecture, 
conditions our behaviour in space and is a funda-
mental requirement to our health. Starting with the 
stoa in ancient Athens, Craig Dykers explains what 
role light and darkness play in architecture, and par-
ticularly in the works of his own office, Snøhetta.

Every one of us perceives light in a different manner 
– yet we all need it to survive. This insight has been 
central to the work of Olafur Eliasson throughout 
his career. In an interview with Daylight/Architec-
ture, Eliasson recalls how he first became aware of 
the importance of daylight, how light enhances our 
perception of space, and why he now focuses much 
of his efforts on introducing sustainably generated 
light into the off-grid regions of the world.
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TOWARDS A 
HEALTHIER 
INDOOR LIFE
By Jakob Schoof
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The tone of voice of Le Corbusier’s demand 
from the Athens Charter testifies to the trauma that 
tuberculosis and other infectious epidemics had 
caused in the cities of the late 19th century. For the 
architects of Classic Modernism, it was clear that 
buildings could – and had to – make a contribution 
to human health. Indeed, we should still be aware 
of this today in view of what the World Health Or-
ganisation (WHO) has to say in its ‘Determinants of 
Health’: “Whether people are healthy or not, is de-
termined by their circumstances and environment. 
To a large extent, factors such as where we live, the 
state of our environment, genetics, our income and 
education level, and our relationships with friends 
and family all have considerable impacts on health, 
whereas the more commonly considered factors, 
such as access and use of health care services, often 
have less of an impact.” 1
 For decades, however, such truths were all but for-
gotten. During the ‘fluorescent dark ages”, as Nick 
Baker from the University of Cambridge calls them,2 
humanity succumbed to two dangerous illusions: 
that light is only for seeing and that the illnesses of 
the world can be kept in check with medicines alone. 
 As early as 1941, an article in the magazine ‘Archi-
tectural Forum’ featured the world’s first windowless 
factory, claiming that its benefits included “weather 
that’s always fair” and “a higher level of production, 
output and quality”. The text culminates in the sen-
tence “Two years of experience have proved that 
buildings need not be designed with windows – that 
they’re better without them.” 3
 This attitude continued to dominate the archi-
tectural discourse in the first post-war decades. In 
1965, a congress of occupational medicine stated: 
“Humans in windowless work rooms do not have to 
fear health impairing impacts of the environment as 
long as that environment is optimal from the point 
of view of work hygiene.” And as the German day-
lighting expert Ahmet E. Cakir states, “according to 
German law until 2004, daylight was not lighting, 
and what one should understand as healthy lighting 

has been defined in lighting standards for artificial 
lighting.” 4
 In other countries, the situation was similar. But 
now, with public health costs escalating, the ques-
tion arises with a new level of urgency as to where 
the solution of the world’s health problems is to be 
found.

Living healthier instead of 
swallowing pills: for a change 
of paradigm in healthcare
A lot speaks in favour of making a start where people 
in industrialised countries now spend 90 per cent of 
their time – in buildings. It is no coincidence that tu-
berculosis is once again rampant, primarily where 
people live closely packed together in unhygienic 
conditions in damp and dark houses. And the air pol-
lution inside buildings is now responsible for more 
deaths worldwide than living outdoors.5
 The challenges, however, are by no means re-
stricted to the developing nations, where many 
people still cook on wood or coal stoves and illumi-
nate their homes with kerosene lamps. According to 
projections of the Fraunhofer Institute for Building 
Physics, two million people in the European Un-
ion suffer from asthma because they live in damp 
rooms.6 One of the main reasons for this is insuffi-
cient ventilation, which prevails in around half of 
all dwellings in Europe 7 and in as many as 87% of all 
classrooms.8
 In the meantime, it is becoming increasingly 
clear that the benefits of fresh air and daylight are 
economically relevant both for businesses and socie-
ties at large. For example, too little light during the 
day and too much light at night are also among the 
main reasons for sleeping problems, which now af-
fect 15 to 30% of the working population. According 
to estimates, the economic loss due to insomnia is 
around 100 billion dollars a year in the USA alone.9
 More recent studies even corroborate a suspicion 
that has been circulating in the population for dec-
ades but has been denied by most scientists, namely 
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“The sun is the master of life … The sun 
must penetrate every dwelling several 
hours a day even during the season when 
sunlight is most scarce. Society will no 
longer tolerate a situation where entire 
families are cut off from the sun and thus 
doomed to declining health.”
Le Corbusier in: The Athens Charter, 1942
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great deal in reality. In future, we need a much 
wider database for different types of building 
and climate zones, as well as convincing success 
stories. 

III  Prioritising health 
  sustainable building concerns much more than 

merely energy efficiency. But many certification 
systems for sustainable buildings confront cli-
ents with lists of sixty or more criteria. And only 
a fraction of them are aimed at promoting the 
occupants’ health and well-being. We therefore 
need building standards that set the right priori-
ties. Good examples of this are the guidelines of 
the international Active House Alliance17 and 
the standards of the German association Ak-
tivPlus e. V.18 Both place people at the centre of 
things and guarantee a high degree of well-being 
with their stringent requirements regarding the 
level of daylight and the supply of fresh air. 

IV  Designing for daylight and health 
  daylight changes continuously, throughout the 

day and the seasons – and with it, so does the 
indoor climate. This variability is what makes 
it so fascinating but, for a long time, meant that 
daylight was very difficult to plan for. According 
to the American architect and daylight expert, 
Lisa Heschong, many lighting designers “gen-
erally don’t trust daylight and don’t often know 
how to think about variable environments.” 19

      But the situation is changing. Today, simple 
building simulation tools 20 enable architects to 
find out, in an accessible and intuitive way, how 
certain design strategies affect daylight and in-
door climate in buildings. In building design, it 
can only be a question of time before their use is 
widespread. This will be assured by the growing 
affinity of young ‘digital natives’ for such tools 
and by the increasing ease of data exchange 
between programs for drawing, designing and 
simulation.

V  Ensuring a healthy indoor climate 
  “In theory, theory and practice are the same. In 

practice, they are not.” This simple adage is at-
tributed to Albert Einstein, perhaps the greatest 
theoretician of the 20th century. 

      For the building industry, however, it has 
taken a long while to realise that the quality as-
surance process does not come to an end with 
the completion of a building. It also applies to 
the aspects of indoor climate that determine 

health and well-being in buildings. As the so-
cial scientists Bernd Wegener and Moritz Fed-
kenheuer point out, well-being cannot be pre-
scribed by architects and planners but is highly 
user-dependent.21 Similarly, health in buildings 
is determined by multiple variables, including 
the disposition of each individual person. For 
this reason, it is important that. after their 
completion, buildings are not only monitored 
in a technical sense, but in terms of their effect 
on – and interaction with – the residents. This 
can be achieved with relatively simple means, 
such as Internet-based questionnaires.

VI  Making healthy living simple 
  buildings have become ever more complex, 

largely – but not exclusively – for reasons of 
increasing energy efficiency. More and more 
building users, but also experts from the build-
ing industry, are therefore calling for more sim-
plicity. From a psychological point of view, they 
are right: finding one’s way around in buildings 
intuitively is a precondition for well-being. 

      However, simplicity does not mean that all 
functions should only be controlled manually 
– especially not in buildings that are supposed 
to fulfil the maximum requirements in terms 
of energy efficiency and the indoor climate. As 
the results of the VELUX Healthy Homes Ba-
rometer 2015 have shown, people often do not 
sufficiently ventilate their homes if left to their 
own devices.22 Automated windows may be a 
great help in this respect. The same applies to 
shading systems if indoor temperatures are to 
remain comfortable in summer. 

      A number of factors are critical for the success 
of automated control systems – such as intuitive 
usability, reliable technical support and easy-to-
understand feedback on the effects of one’s own 
behaviour. The most important factor, however, 
is the possibility of manual intervention at any 
time. Automation has nothing to do with over-
ruling or disempowering the user – on the con-
trary: he or she should remain in control of the 
house at any time.

VII  Making healthy building obligatory 
  while voluntary standards and the ‘good will’ of 

individual clients are important steps towards 
healthier buildings, the role of legislators is 
absolutely vital in this regard. According to a 
recent report by the Buildings Performance In-
stitute Europe (BPIE),23 only four of the eight EU 

that our increasingly indoor lifestyle leads to myo-
pia. Poor eyesight is now taking on epidemic pro-
portions, especially in Asian countries where living 
conditions have changed drastically in recent dec-
ades. Sixty years ago, 10 to 20 per cent of all Chinese 
people suffered from myopia; today, 90 per cent of all 
teenagers and young adults there already have this 
problem.10 Here as well, estimates have been made 
regarding the resulting costs: according to a publica-
tion of the WHO, the global loss of productivity due to 
myopia was almost 270 billion dollars in 2007. 11 
 For decades, scientists blamed our genes for our 
poor eyesight but this does not explain the rapid rise 
in myopia in the last 50 years. Even reading or work-
ing on the computer for hours on end does not, in it-
self, increase the risk of short-sightedness. Scientists 
have now made out one simple factor: city dwellers 
do not spend enough time outdoors and therefore do 
not sufficiently expose their eyes to daylight. Even 
animal experiments confirm this relationship. If 
young chickens are exposed to bright light that is ap-
proximately on the level of daylight, the probability 
that they will become short-sighted decreases by 60 
per cent.

Building for health pays off – if the right 
standards are applied
The health benefits of daylight ought to make the 
eyes of all employers light up.  A common rule-of-
thumb says that, out of the total cost of ownership 
per workplace for an office building, around 90 per 
cent is accounted for by salaries and ancillary wage 
costs, 9 per cent by rent and only 1 per cent by en-
ergy costs.12 Vivian Loftness and her colleagues from 
the Carnegie Mellon University in Pittsburgh (USA) 
have calculated the proportions even more precise-
ly.13 According to their investigations, a five per cent 
increase in labour productivity due to more fresh 
air and better light – something that can easily be 
achieved – saves an employer as much money as a 70 
per cent rent reduction or five times the energy costs. 
 This comparison shows not only that investing 
in health and well-being is worthwhile but also that 
many sensible measures only pay off if the social 
and health costs, rather than just the energy costs, 
are taken into account. While the economic return 
on investment of operable windows and shading 
systems is often less than 20 per cent, the aggregat-
ed economic, ecological and social rates of return 
amount to over 100 per cent in both subtropical and 
temperate climates. In other words, the investment 
will pay back in less than a year if all dimensions of 
sustainability are considered.14  

Naturally: more daylight and fresh air 
in buildings
The figures by Loftness et al. from the Carnegie Mel-
lon University alone should convince any building 
owner to invest in healthier buildings. But, in reality, 
this does not happen as frequently as it should. 
 If we want to change this situation, simplistic at-
tempts at solutions will not lead us very far. The ben-
efits of better daylight and indoor air quality may be 
convincing and straightforward but to harness them, 
we need to devise strategies that operate in many dif-
ferent fields, from information campaigns to legisla-
tion and from design tools to real-life experiments. 
The following paragraphs present a cursory – and, by 
necessity, incomplete – overview of what is needed.  

I  Talking about health 
  building owners today are often surprisingly 

well aware of how to save energy in the home. 
But they frequently know much less about 
measures that can positively enhance health 
and well-being. Change can only be brought 
about if the public discourse on building is re-
directed towards what really makes life worth 
living. Legislation should also make a contri-
bution to this. In a recently published report, 
the Buildings Performance Institute of Europe 
(BPIE) made a statement to this effect: “Indoor 
air quality, thermal comfort and daylight indi-
cators should be integrated in the Energy Per-
formance Certificate as relevant information 
regarding the actual living conditions in the 
building.” 15 

      And that’s not all. It seems as if people who 
should actually know better are often the ones 
who are the most clueless about this issue. A 
survey of the American Institute of Architects in 
2014 showed that only 32% of all general practi-
tioners and 40% of all psychologists thought that 
buildings have an impact on the health of their 
occupants. With paediatricians, the rate of posi-
tive responses was just over 50% but this is still 
shamefully low.16 

II  Quantifying health impacts 
  this may sound like a contradiction to many ar-

chitects. But in order to convince more clients 
of the need for healthy buildings, it will be es-
sential to express their benefits in dollars and 
cents. The research results obtained up to now 
are impressive but can only be a beginning, es-
pecially as the findings so far are often rough es-
timates and the exact values per building vary a 
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Notes

member states and regions examined had man-
datory minimum standards for daylighting in 
dwellings. And these were often fairly low, with 
Sweden stipulating a window/floor area ratio of 
10%, which is roughly equivalent to a daylight 
factor of 1.0; Germany recommends only 0.9 on 
average for rooms in dwellings.

      The situation is even more difficult when it 
comes to the refurbishment of existing build-
ings. According to the BPIE report, “no require-
ments have been identified across the surveyed 
building codes stipulating any minimal daylight 
preservation when renovating a building, except 
in the UK where the ‘Right to Light’ 24 regulation 
is in place.”

      In terms of indoor air quality, the authors of 
the study have also identified significant short-
comings in national legislation: “Strict and le-
gally-binding requirements, such as minimum 
ventilation rates, airtightness or limitation of 
pollutants, can hardly be found in the analysed 
building codes.”

VIII Building for health! 
  There is yet another reason why it is hardly suffi-

cient to wait for building owners and users to ask 
for higher quality. In everyday life, people are 
satisfied with a level of daylight that is clearly too 
low from a health point of view. This was shown 
by the results of the Healthy Homes Barom-
eter25 among other things. In a field study car-
ried out by the Technical University of Berlin, 
a majority of people questioned felt a daylight 
factor of 2.0 inside dwellings to be sufficient.26 
With a median external illuminance of 15,000 
lux, this results in an indoor illuminance level of 
300 lux, which may be sufficient for visual tasks 
but means “near darkness for the circadian sys-
tem”, as the chronobiologist Anna Wirtz-Justice 
puts it.27 Scientists now agree that illuminances 
of well over 1,000 lux are needed to adequately 
maintain the circadian rhythm. 

      The good news, in contrast, is that, for users, a 
room can hardly be too bright. The participants 
in the experiment did not judge even daylight 
factors of 5 to 10 to be too high. The positive ef-
fects of such high levels of daylight have been 
impressively underlined by the VELUX Model 
Home 2020 project.28 Moritz Fedkenheuer 
sums up the results as follows: “The experiment 
showed that well designed, modern homes are 
able to alleviate, or even resolve, health prob-
lems such as asthma or allergies, that they im-

prove the self-reported mood and productivity 
and also stimulate a healthier lifestyle. Howev-
er, the participants in the experiment were not 
aware of the immense benefit that comes with 
daylight and fresh air until they experienced it 
in the context of this experiment. It seemed as 
if the abundance of daylight and fresh air had 
uncovered a latent need in their bodies.” 29

Do it right this time!
The benefits of daylight and fresh air in buildings are 
intuitively comprehensible and have been verified 
scientifically. But decisions in architecture and the 
building industry are often not made on the basis 
of knowledge and intuition but characterised by 
scepticism and risk aversion. Anyone who wants to 
change this situation must engage with many factors 
– science, education and legislation, to mention just 
some – simultaneously. Above all, however, pioneers 
with the courage to build healthier buildings are 
called for. We need even more – and affordable – ex-
emplary homes, offices and schools across Europe 
that are not only designed for energy efficiency but, 
first and foremost, for the health of their residents. 
Given the escalating demand for new construction 
in many European metropolises, there is an urgent 
need that we ‘do it right’ this time after having ne-
glected daylight and fresh air for decades in the sec-
ond half of the twentieth century.
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LIGHT AS A 
GLOBAL RESOURCE
 Interview by Jakob Schoof

“If you actually understand the daylight 
potential – the heliotropic potential as  
it were – of a space, I think that you can 
build without a lot of artificial light.”
 Olafur Eliasson
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Throughout his career as an artist, Olafur Eli-
asson has been exploring how light affects human 
perception, social life and well-being. Now the 
Danish-Icelandic artist and his social business, Lit-
tle Sun, have teamed up with the VELUX Group to 
launch Natural Light. The design competition aims 
to bring solar-generated light into off-grid regions 
of the world, thus replacing inefficient and polluting 
kerosene lamps (see the article Hooked on Light in 
this issue). Furthermore, Olafur Eliasson is a keynote 
speaker at this year’s VELUX Daylight Symposium in 
London. In an interview with Daylight/Architecture, 
he explained how light changed his life as a little boy, 
how he deals with the uniqueness of daylight as an 
artist today, and what he hopes to achieve with Lit-
tle Sun and the Natural Light project in the future.

Mr. Eliasson, you will be speaking at this year’s 
VELUX Daylight Symposium in London, for which 
the organisers have chosen the theme Daylight as 
a Driver of Change. When in your life did you first 
experience how light can change human lives?

It must have been when I was around five years old, 
spending the summer in Iceland at my grandparents’ 
home. It was the time of the oil crisis in Europe, and 
since Iceland had not yet developed the geothermal 
sources of energy it has today, the government had 
rationed the use of energy. This meant that after din-
nertime, the power would be cut off, as if there had 
been a blackout. However, as it is still light outside in 
Iceland at that time of the year, we would all either go 
outside, if the weather allowed, or move our activities 
to the windows where there was this very beautiful 
blue summer light. Sitting by the window with this 
very atmospheric light made me aware, not just of the 
difference between incandescent light and daylight, 
but that you could actually use this little bit of blue 
light. Previously, when the electricity had been on, it 
seemed that the light outside was just dark or irrele-
vant, but once you did not have electricity, the daylight 
started to mean a lot, it became incredibly important.

As an artist, what is the main difference in your  
experience between working with daylight and 
working with artificial light?

Clearly, we only see things when light falls upon them 
or comes from them. Hence, a main focus of my work 
has always been on how light changes our perception 
of reality and enhances the quality of our experience. 
When it comes to daylight, I’ve been looking a lot at 
differences in its distribution around the globe. In 
Iceland, for example, the sun travels very low on the 
horizon. Thus, for more than two thirds of the day, 
the shadow is longer than the object that casts the 
shadow. The landscape as well as objects and faces 
are mostly side-lit with a very strong contrast be-
tween shaded and illuminated parts. This is a sort of 
drama in itself, which differs a lot from the situation 
in southern countries where the sun climbs very high 
and leaves almost no shadows. 
 You can also see these differences reflected in the 
history of painting. Paintings from Italy, for instance, 
often depict very little shadows. When Canaletto 
painted the houses on the Canal Grande in Venice, 
he painted the shadows between them dark blue – but 
he did not necessarily sculpt the Venetian cityscape 
by virtue of shadows. In Dutch or Flemish paintings, 
by contrast, you have the sun coming from in the side, 
which produces a different illumination and three-
dimensionality. 
 So there is a difference between how daylight adds 
perspective or adds dimensions to space. I am actu-
ally not so interested in whether daylight is better 
than electric light, but much more in the fact that light 
is actually unique everywhere. 

How do you reflect this uniqueness in your own 
work?

Starting from these observations, I became interested 
in recreating natural phenomena with artificial light, 
evoking similar experiences or questions, including 
critical ones. I focused a lot on the emotional effects 
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of light. What does a warm tone of light do to us? Does 
it create other social patterns or strategies than cold 
light? Does cold light facilitate less hospitality? Are 
these definitions of hospitality versus less hospitality 
culturally or anthropologically different? I looked a 
lot at the atmospheric and social aspects of light, but 
not as a psychologist or a social scientist would do, but 
from the point of view of an artist. 

Speaking of emotions – what qualities does an ar-
chitectural space require so that you can feel an 
emotional attachment to it in?

Many people try to set up rules for what is good and 
bad architecture with regard to emotional responses. 
However, I think it is necessary to go a few steps deep-
er and question what an emotional response actually 
is and how it is caused. Does the response take place at 
the expense of the spatial atmosphere that the archi-
tect sought to create, or does it happen on behalf of it? 
Furthermore, we can ask what type of identification 
with a space makes you feel included and welcome 
and hosted. What architectural resources does it take 
for the people in the space to feel that they are worth 
something? 
 The German philosopher Gernot Böhme has 
made great achievements in defining a terminology 
of atmospheric conditions. Quite successfully, he 
objectified a number of these conditions that could 
be determined even without taking into account the 
people, creating them merely with the right kind of 
space, as it were.
 However, I would argue that it always takes a sub-
ject, a person, to constitute an atmosphere. Hence 
atmospheric conditions can be ascribed to the view-
er himself, meaning that the architect or artist can 
hand over their co-production, or even production, 
to the user. 
 This mindset is quite important because, as an ar-
chitect, you sometimes take for granted the fact that 
you are the author of atmospheric conditions, without 
taking the user into account. In order to successfully 

create a great space, however, one has to know how to 
engage the user in the construction of the space. To 
me, this is an exercise of trust. The challenge is that 
architects are rarely educated to verbalise this field of 
knowledge, nor are they educated to trust people in 
the spaces they create. As a result, a lot of spaces today 
claim to be inclusive but are, in fact, exclusive because 
they do not trust the user to be able to co-produce the 
atmosphere. In these architectural spaces, identity is 
not in what you do, but in how you look. 
 Having made this point, one of the greatest atmos-
pheric drivers is, of course, light. It is both the light 
that enters the space, as daylight, and the light that is 
already inside the space, in the right balance. And if 
you actually understand the daylight potential – the 
heliotropic potential, as it were – of a space, I think 
that you can build without a lot of artificial light.

Much of your work is informed by scientific find-
ings. What can the worlds of art and science learn 
from each other?

Alongside being inspired by scientific findings, art can 
also learn a lot from the methodology of science: the 
critical approach to things, the work in a laboratory, 
the knowledge of how to do empirical tests, and so 
forth. What art can contribute to science, I think, is 
its confidence in process-oriented, non-quantifiable 
success criteria. Science is often very goal-oriented 
but risks missing out on the unforeseen and unpre-
dictable successes. Furthermore, there is the role of 
creativity. It would be wrong to say that scientists are 
not creative, but creativity is something that art nur-
tures very well for obvious reasons. And part of the 
notion of creativity is also the relationship between 
art and the world. To be creative is not just to paint a 
great painting with great colours, but also to consider 
the consequences of adding a colour to the work, to 
ask: what does this work of art do to the world? In 
a similar way, I think that science can benefit from 
being creative with regard to understanding its own 
relationship to the wider world. 

“We can ask; what type of identification 
with a space makes you feel included 
and welcome and hosted? What archi- 
tectural resources does it take for the 
people in the space to feel that they  
are worth something?”
Olafur Eliasson
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feedback have you received from people who bought 
and use the lamps?

We often talk about very quantifiable successes such 
as getting a child to read a book, keeping your kiosk 
open longer so you can earn more money, improving 
indoor air in the huts for the health of small children 
especially, and preventing kerosene lamps from fall-
ing over and burning houses. This is the typical way 
that such projects are discussed, but the truth is what 
convinces people to buy a lamp is often the irrational, 
the non-quantifiable aspects. We see people buying 
the lamp because they want to give it as a present. 
People are also buying it because the design makes 
them happy. They buy the lamp because of emotional 
responses. In a way, this should not surprise me be-
cause I would act in the same way. I do not organise 
my household around the most pragmatic, health-
related things but I do things that I think are beautiful 
and make me happy. 
 In the industrialised world, we tend to have the 
idea of Africa being the ‘other place’, but we totally un-
derestimate how much we have in common. Actually, 
people in Africa want just the same as us: they want to 
be happy, to have beautiful things in their homes, and 
to have a safe next day. They  want to know whether 
the school is open. So the Little Sun project is a great 
deal about suggesting what we have in common, not 
what is different. And what we have in common is our 
wish for light and our consciousness about climate 
change. People in Ethiopia, for instance, are very keen 
on using renewable energy as it can save them a fair 
amount of energy, but also because, like everybody 
else in the world, they are interested in the environ-
ment. Why should they not be? 

How does this emotional approach relate to your 
artistic work? What do the two have in common?

Essentially, my approach is the same on both occa-
sions. The focus on the experiential and the emo-
tional components has been central to both my art 

work and Little Sun. You don’t go to Africa with a 
pragmatic answer; you go there with a human eye 
and with an emotional, socially relevant answer. My 
art projects often deal with abstraction, something 
that is non-verbalised, something that is interesting 
but takes time to engage with and immerse oneself 
into. This belief in something abstract could actually 
be very relevant to society. Maybe we should not al-
ways try to quantify everything but just do something 
for the potential of feeling good and happy. This type 
of compassion-driven thinking is present in my art 
work, but it also lives in Little Sun. It is not my com-
passion to a specific person without energy but the 
kind of compassion that is all around, in-between 
everyone. 

You have now embarked on another design, a new 
kind of lamp, with the Natural Light competition. 
How does this fit into your overall strategy for the 
Little Sun project?

The Natural Light competition was a great collabo-
ration between the VELUX Group and Little Sun. It 
was an exciting opportunity for us to learn from and 
work with a company that has the kind of stamina, 
knowledge base and the resources that the Group 
VELUX has. 
 Together, we decided that the competition should 
reach out to the educational sector, both to encourage 
young designers to respond to the question of energy 
supply and to address the fact that, by using the en-
ergy of the sun, we can go a long way in this respect. 
So it was both a design competition and an awareness 
campaign. In the end, it was really difficult to choose 
a winner because so many great ideas were submitted 
by students from all around the world. 
 The winning design really delivered on all ac-
counts: it was practical, affordable, beautiful and very 
convincing in terms of its market potential. We are 
very curious to test this new lamp in Africa and see 
if it can bring about new successes that we have not 
been able to foresee so far. 

Olafur Eliasson (born 1967) grew up in Iceland and Denmark, 
studied at the Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts in Copenha-
gen and subsequently set up his own studio in Berlin, Germany, 
in 1995. Today, Studio Olafur Eliasson encompasses some ninety 
craftsmen, technicians, architects, administrators, art historians 
and other specialists. From 2009 to 2014, Olafur Eliasson held 
a professorship at the Berlin University of Arts. Among his best-
known works are The blind pavilion at the 2003 Biennale of Art 
in Venice, The weather project (Tate Modern, London 2003), the 
Serpentine Gallery Pavilion 2007 (London, together with Kjetil 
Thorsen) and the New York City Waterfalls (2008). In 2012, Eli-
asson and engineer Frederik Ottesen founded the social busi-
ness, Little Sun.

What scientific advances do you consider particu-
larly relevant in the field of light?

There have been revolutionary advances in how light 
is generated and transmitted in recent years, par-
ticularly in terms of energy efficiency. What interests 
me in this respect is that we have a very uneven en-
ergy distribution in the world today. There are places, 
such as Iceland, that literally ‘sit’ on their own – in 
this case, geothermal – power plant. Then there is 
the rest of Europe, which is gradually becoming more 
comfortable with idea of becoming independent of 
fossil fuels. However, this does not make up for the 
fact that a very large part of the world does not have 
access to any form of adequate energy supply. For 
example, one in seven people in the world are using 
kerosene as their primary source of light. As kero-
sene is very expensive, households in rural Africa 
spend between 15 and 25 % of their monthly income 
on lighting their homes. Furthermore, this light is 
not just expensive but also bad for people’s health, 
as burning kerosene in the home causes respiratory 
conditions. Hence, there is an urgent need to con-
sider all these new lighting technologies and see how 
one can apply them with relevant economic models 
in parts of the world where there is little access to 
energy or where its price is so high that it keeps these 
areas from evolving economically.

What was your main inspiration in starting  
the Little Sun project, which aims to change this 
situation?

I am utterly convinced that being an artist makes you 
capable of doing more than just working in the art 
world. Hence, I wanted to see if I could use this poten-
tial, as well as the exposure that I have come to enjoy, 
within a field that has so far not been associated with 
art, but without me leaving the art world altogether. 
As I explained, for a long time I had been interested 
in the psycho-social impact of access to light on every 
level of our lives. Furthermore, I had become aware 

of the situation in areas without access to energy.  
I also happened to know a solar engineer, Frederik  
Ottesen, who was very interested in similar ques-
tions. We discussed whether it would be possible 
to produce something with a high design quality, 
focusing on non-quantifiable success criteria but at 
the same time delivering a competitive alternative to 
kerosene lamps. After all, if we want to get rid of kero-
sene we need to make access to solar energy cheaper. 
Moreover, we wanted to do so in an empowering way, 
not only to provide people with light but also with a 
business opportunity, or at least a financial benefit. 
Once they had bought a Little Sun, they would save 
money for at least three years on kerosene. The sav-
ings very quickly amount to the price they would oth-
erwise pay for the fuel, but they have to pay a relatively 
big sum for the lamp up front. We therefore wanted to 
produce and distribute the lamps at the lowest pos-
sible cost, and we also sought ways to finance them 
through micro-loan organisations. 

What are the main differences between designing 
an art project or a luminaire that is produced sev-
eral thousand times and has to obey the rules of the 
mass market?

It is true that there are significant differences, and my 
team is now dealing with a lot of administrative ques-
tions that you normally do not have to face as an artist. 
It is hard to do a work of art, but getting customs clear-
ance to import goods into Ethiopia is a quantum leap 
in and of itself! What interests me, however, is how 
the light works once it has made the journey from my 
sketch through the production machinery and into 
the hands of the people who are going to be working 
with it, who need the light. The aim is that this journey 
becomes sustainable and reflects the overall values 
of the project. My main focus is on getting the lamps 
out to where it matters, their impact. 

What has been the most important experience you 
have made with the project in this respect? What 

“Maybe we should not always try to 
quantify everything but just do some- 
thing for the potential of feeling good 
and happy.”
Olafur Eliasson
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LIGHT OR DARK
 by Craig Dykers

“Light allows us to understand our world  
by making things visible and by giving us 
an idea of space and time. Sunlight is a 
prerequisite for physical health, affecting 
our bodies through numerous non-visual 
pathways. The body and mind interacting 
with light is one of the sensory conditions 
that every architect has to contend with  
if the buildings we create are to foster 
well-being.”
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light and air share common paths toward health. We 
cannot be without whatever it is the sun gives us. 
 Light is not only an ephemeral condition, it is 
physical. There is no good replacement for direct 
contact with the sun. Sitting behind a clear window 
does not provide the same amount of vitamin D as 
the same time spent in the sun. But even behind a 
window, encountering light on one side or the other 
of our body is registered unconsciously. Our bodies 
gauge the variations. Changing the body’s direction 
in relation to direct light allows the body to align with 
the specific light condition. The value of our bodies 
measuring daylight is so important that it is true for 
both the blind and sighted. 

The stoa, a place between light and dark
One of the earliest structures dedicated to knowl-
edge, the forerunner of our modern libraries, was 
the stoa. In ancient Greece, the stoa was a temple-
like structure − but different in many ways. It is wider 
than it is deep and its axis of movement is generally 
perpendicular to the direction in which it is entered. 
Like a porch, one wall of the stoa is colonnaded and 
open to the exterior. A portico at a temple is meant 
primarily to frame a smaller doorway. The temple is 
dedicated to revering wisdom, the stoa is dedicated 
to creating wisdom.
 Several features of the stoa are relevant to the 
understanding of physical well-being and the rela-
tionship between the body and mind. In a stoa, peo-

National September 11 Memorial Museum 
Pavilion, New York City, 2004 – 2014
Snøhetta’s entrance pavilion is the only building that 
sits right at ‘Ground Zero’ in New York. The irregu-
larly shaped glass and steel volume serves as an en-
trance building to the largely subterranean museum 
that commemorates the 9/11 attacks. According 
to Snøhetta, it “acts as a bridge between two 
worlds − between the memorial and the museum, 
the above and below ground, the light and dark, and 
between collective and individual experiences.”

Perhaps the study of light is the study of time. 
The sun is an ancestral force. Each thing we see actu-
ally existed a moment before. When light is made, it 
is sent into the future. If it is set free, we will never 
know where it will end. Humans have been manip-
ulating and experimenting with light for millennia. 
Harnessing fire allowed us to bring light into places 
that only knew darkness, exposing us to worlds that 
our past could not prepare us for.
 According to scientists, our sun was born about 
4.6 billion years ago and at very nearly the same time 
our earth was also formed. Soon thereafter, a celes-
tial collision created our moon. Our earth and sun 
are very close relatives, almost inseparable in age and 
place. We are bound to our relationship with the sun. 

This relationship dominates our planet and our ex-
istence, even as we walk in space. By coincidence, the 
size of the moon and its unique position between the 
earth and sun created the eclipse, allowing us to ex-
perience time in an unexpected way. Light provides 
an intellectual as well as physical form to our world.
 As an architect, I have been unable to ignore 
these rather obvious conditions. But what does that 
really mean?
 Sunlight is something we cannot be without. In 
recent years, we have seen the increase of health 
problems related to some architectural design de-
cisions that ignore this basic relationship. Many of 
these problems have been related to lack of sufficient 
fresh air and natural light. It is readily apparent that 
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According to scientists, our sun was born 
about 4.6 billion years ago and at very 
nearly the same time our earth was also 
formed. Soon thereafter, a celestial col- 
lision created our moon. Our earth and 
sun are very close relatives, almost in- 
separable in age and place. We are bound 
to our relationship with the sun. This 
relationship dominates our planet and 
our existence, even as we walk in space.

ern facade reflects natural light; this is mirrored in 
the atrium glass, inviting visitors to approach and 
move alongside the building. In a similar way the 
new San Francisco Museum of Modern Art does not 
use windows alone to manage light. Softly undulat-
ing concrete walls expose shifting shadows and re-
flect light with small silicate crystals embedded in 
the panels. These effects nudge the body to move 
along the building, or in and out through its glazed 
facades. Times Square now has small reflectors 
set into the landscape of its new pedestrian plazas. 
These promote new types of movement through the 
space and through the city.
 Human nature has changed little in millennia 
and certain core aspects of what it is to be human 

will likely remain for generations to come. Because 
of this it is possible to explore the core aspects of light 
and how they affect us. In a sunny climate it may be 
that the tiniest shaft of light through the trees or a 
tent cover that provides the paradigm for appreciat-
ing these relationships with the sun, in a darker place 
it might be a reflection from the rain. But the vitality 
of light is so important to us that it cannot be ignored.

ple moved along the long axis, discussing theory or 
simply reviewing the day’s affairs. They would walk 
from one end of the stoa to the other, turn around 
and repeat the stroll. Each time a return trip was 
made the light and the dark sides of the room in re-
lation to the body would switch. There was never a 
single relation to light in these spaces. These types 
of spaces became the foundation of the Academia 
where Aristotle, Socrates and Plato built the philo-
sophical agendas that most of the western world is 
founded on today. Physical movement combined 
with a relationship to light promotes well-being 
both physically and intellectually.
 We have used this simple principle in many of our 
built designs. A survey of almost any of our works will 

expose this. Such planning is, however, generally in-
visible, or at least it does not readily show itself in the 
way most people think, formally. 
 Our oldest and our newest project are two librar-
ies where this thinking is embedded. The Library 
of Alexandria is framed by a vast roof that holds, 
spreads and nourishes light in changing directions 
throughout the day. The Ryerson Learning Centre 
in Toronto captures the shapes of clouds, sunlight 
interacts with multicoloured floors and draws you 
in and out of the building by reflection.

Light as a catalyst of human behaviour
The September 11 Memorial Museum Pavilion in 
New York City bends light. At times, even its north-

Craig Dykers is a founding partner of the design and 
architecture office Snøhetta. He has led many of 
Snøhetta’s prominent projects including the Alex-
andria Library in Egypt, the Norwegian National 
Opera and Ballet in Oslo, the National September 11 
Memorial Museum Pavilion in New York City, the new 
San Francisco Museum of Modern Art and the re-
cently completed Ryerson University Student Learn-
ing Centre in Toronto. Craig’s and his partner’s work 
at Snøhetta has been awarded, amongst others, the 
Mies van der Rohe European Union Prize for Archi-
tecture, the World Architecture Award, and the Aga 
Khan Award for Architecture. In 2004 and in 2014, 
Craig Dykers was a jury member of the International 
VELUX Award for Students of Architecture.    
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THE RHYTHM 
OF ETERNITY
 Photography by Ole Christiansen

“You would say, would you not, that the sun  
is not only the author of visibility in all 
visible things, but of generation and nour- 
ishment and growth, though in itself the 
sun is not generation? ... In like manner the 
good may be said to be not only the author 
of knowledge to all things known, but of 
their being and essence, and yet the good  
is not essence, but far exceeds essence in 
dignity and power.“
Socrates in: Plato, The Republic, Book VI, 509b 
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“If there is no reason to hinder and the 
choice is free, the temple and the statue 
placed in the cella should face the west-
ern quarter of the sky. This will enable 
those who approach the altar with offer- 
ings or sacrifices to face the direction  
of the sunrise in facing the statue in the 
temple, and thus those who are under- 
taking vows look toward the quarter from 
which the sun comes forth ...“
Vitruvius: Ten Books on Architecture, Book IV, Chapter V
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“The Acropolis has turned me into a  
revolutionary. It has become a decisive  
voice of my conscience: always think of  
the Parthenon, precise, succinct, inten- 
sive, economic, overwhelming, a strong 
sound, a powerful call that is sent out  
into a landscape full of grace and horrors,  
an epitome of power and purity.”
Le Corbusier, speech at the 4th Congress of Modern 
Architecture (CIAM); Athens 1933
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New research, new metrics and planning 
tools, as well as technological innovation 
are currently driving change in daylight 
design. On the occasion of the 6th VELUX 
Daylight Symposium in London, it is time 
to draw some interim conclusions: what 
factors have the potential to create lasting 
change in daylighting design? And what 
will have to happen if the benefits of day- 
light are to receive not just verbal praise, 
but be harnessed in all buildings to their 
full extent? On the following pages, twelve 
leading daylighting experts – scientists as 
well as practitioners – have answered these 
questions. More contributions can be found 
on www.thedaylightsite.com.
Photography by Thekla Ehling

QUO VADIS, 
DAYLIGHTING? 
The future of  a vital resource
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“It is not an exaggeration to say that  
we can make the world a better place, 
where every space can bring out the 
best from people – the best work from 
employees, the best health care from 
our nurses and doctors, the best be- 
haviour from our children in school – 
by providing spaces in which daylight 
stimulates and delights. Do we accept 
that challenge?”

There has never been a more exciting 
time for people who care about light in 
buildings, whether they are scientists, 
designers or building inhabitants. We are 
learning more about how light (and dark, 
in its place) influence human experience 
than we had ever imagined, and we have 
amazing new technologies to help us en-
gage with light in ways we had not previ-
ously imagined. unesco timed it right in 
naming 2015 as the International Year of 
Light and Light-based Technologies.
 I’m a scientist, so I think of that first. 
Not long ago, we believed that rod and 
cone photoreceptors were solely respon-
sible for physiological responses to optical 
radiation. Most lighting research focused 
on visibility, with preventing immediate 
discomfort from glare as a secondary 
topic. At the turn of the 21st century, we 
learned that a separate class of cell in the 

eye sends separate signals about the pres-
ence of light for the purpose of regulat-
ing circadian (daily) cycles. Only a decade 
ago came the first consensus report about 
healthy lighting, setting out as principles 
the idea that common daily light expo-
sures in developed countries are too low, 
and that healthy light exposure each day 
includes regular periods of darkness. Lat-
terly, we have begun to learn about other 
neural pathways through which light in-
fluences behaviour and well-being, some 
of them immediately following exposure, 
some after a time delay, and others in re-
curring patterns. Our scope as scientists 
has broadened to encompass well-being 
in all its aspects.
 Making good use of daylight flows 
from the principles of healthy lighting1: 
daylight is available at the times of day 
when most people need it, is abundant, 

requires no electricity for its production, 
and is rich across the visible spectrum. 
Its variability across the day, over the 
seasons, and in response to weather, 
adds interest that stimulates and infor-
mation that keeps us connected to the 
world around us. When we further con-
sider the strong evidence for health and 
well-being benefits that flow from access 
to nature, the case for good daylighting 
in buildings seems unassailable.
 Those concerned with thermal per-
formance of buildings might differ with 
that assessment; there is pressure from 
that community to limit glazing area in 
order to provide better insulation and to 
meet targets for whole-building energy 
performance. Fortunately for everyone, 
the development of new technologies is 
addressing this problem. We can make 
better use of daylight by using redirect-

Jennifer Veitch

Let daylight bring 
out the best from us
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ing systems on windows to put light 
deeper into the building and to reduce 
glare; we can use skylights, rooftop col-
lectors, and side-lighting collectors to 
provide daylight throughout the space; 
new films, gas fills, and glazing systems 
can improve the thermal performance 
of windows. Dynamic glazing systems 
can provide glare control, and integrated 
controls can ensure that electric light is 
used only as and when daylight is insuf-
ficient. Integrated solar energy systems 
can ensure that the advanced glazing 
does not consume energy, and offers the 
potential for contributing to electricity 
generation in an energy-positive (or at 
least net-zero-energy) building. In the 
coming years there will be fewer reasons 
not to provide good access to daylight, and 
more reasons to ensure that everyone has 
daylight exposure when they need it. 
 The potential is tremendous – but how 
can we harness this? The accepted wis-
dom is that if only we could demonstrate 
the financial return on investment of bet-
ter daylighting, the case would be made. 
If companies knew how their staff could 
produce more creative ideas, provide 
better customer service, and be in bet-
ter health, of course they would invest in 

beautifully daylit spaces with integrated 
controls – wouldn’t they? 
 We do need those demonstrations, 
partly to help in the decisions and partly 
to provide guidance concerning exactly 
which daylighting solutions deliver the 
right light exposures. Although this evi-
dence is a necessary condition for bet-
ter use of daylight in buildings, it is not 
sufficient. Good daylighting solutions 
demand an integrated building design 
approach in which the thermal and day-
lighting decisions are taken in concert 
from the start of the design process, and 
in which at least preliminary lighting de-
sign and control considerations are built 
in. Integrated design is not itself a new 
concept, but it does not seem to me that 
we are yet at the point of that being the 
default design approach, except perhaps 
at the highest end of architectural work.
 This is a time of opportunity, if we who 
care about daylight in buildings can bring 
together all of these developments. It is 
not an exaggeration to say that we can 
make the world a better place, where 
every space can bring out the best from 
people – the best work from employees, 
the best health care from our nurses and 
doctors, the best behaviour from our chil-

dren in school – by providing spaces in 
which daylight stimulates and delights. 
Do we accept that challenge?

© 2015, National Research Council of 
Canada
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“Daylight is not a driver for change per  
se, but a fundamental phenomenon faith- 
fully assuring continuity – the steady 
regularity of day and night, of dawn and 
dusk, of light and darkness, which affects 
all human behaviour.”

Consider the pas de trois between day-
light, architecture and people as a cho-
reography of relationships and move-
ments in time. The three protagonists 
engage less in a ménage à trois than in 
a kind of dance of mutually interactive 
associations, one supporting the other 
in an endless play of visual relations, at-
mospheres and emotions. It was Le Cor-
busier, as a matter of fact, who considered 
architecture to be not only a ‘machine à 
habiter’, but also a ‘machine à émouvoir’ – 
an apparatus for living as well as one that 
could touch the senses. Daylight, as he 
assertively argued, is paramount to any 
comprehension of architecture, which 
he defined as “the masterly, correct and 
magnificent play of masses brought to-
gether in light.” Without daylight, no ar-
chitecture. And here, another ‘machine’ 
comes into play, a deus ex machina, so 

to say, of cosmic promotions, reliantly 
commanding the movement of planets 
circumscribing the sun, whilst establish-
ing the cyclical measure of life. At this 
junction, chronobiology enters the game 
with its circadian rhythm, determining 
physiological processes in all living or-
ganisms, including the human species. 
Daylight, in this particular respect, is not 
a driver for change per se, but a funda-
mental phenomenon faithfully assuring 
continuity – the steady regularity of day 
and night, of dawn and dusk, of light and 
darkness, which affects all human behav-
iour – a continuity, though, with subtle 
changes that only fully come to fruition 
when exposed to the material world, at 
the very intersection between the im-
materiality of light and the materiality 
of architecture. Space comes to life when 
touched by light; for daylight transforms, 

like the kiss in fairy tales, raw materiality 
into architecture – a ‘machine’ of sorts for 
moving emotions.

Marc Angélil

Pas de trois

Dr Marc Angélil is a professor at the department of 
architecture of the Federal Institute of Technology 
(ETH) in Zurich, Switzerland, and a founding part-
ner of the office agps architecture in Zurich and Los 
Angeles. In 2014, he was Chairman of the Jury of the 
Swiss VELUX Stiftung’s Daylight Award. 
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“Perhaps most importantly, scientific 
researchers will need to more clearly 
define the benefits of daylight on health, 
productivity and the environment if 
natural light is to re-establish itself as 
something of value within the current 
marketplace.”

It is generally understood that the 
use of daylight in buildings has the po-
tential to both save energy and increase 
workplace productivity. In my opinion, 
however, the most compelling argument 
for daylight in buildings is its far-reaching 
benefits to human health and well-being. 
Though science still struggles to define 
the full benefits of natural light, I believe 
that exposure to daylight is a fundamental 
need we share as human beings. As such, it 
is our responsibility as building industry 
professionals to ensure that the occu-
pants of our buildings are provided with 
ample opportunity to have meaningful 
contact with it. 
 Technology seems to affect every as-
pect of our lives, and our relationship with 
daylight is no exception. In the northern 
European context, the most significant 
technological development in daylighting 
is likely to be the continued improvement 
in the thermal performance of windows. 
We have seen a continuing tightening of 
energy regulations and it is almost cer-
tain that this trend will continue. To date 
there has been an almost myopic focus 
on reducing heating and cooling energy; 
the industry has responded with thicker 
walls, smaller window size, deeper floor 
plates and the use of reflective glazing. 
These practices, while effective in saving 

energy, come at the expense of daylight. 
It is essential that window technologies 
continue to evolve so that reduced win-
dow size and glass with poor light trans-
mission are no longer attractive strategies 
in the quest to save energy. 
 If we are ever to realise the full po-
tential of daylight, however, technology 
itself is not enough. We also need to revisit 
past notions on how we design not only 
our buildings but also our cities. Prior to 
the 1970s, daylight was essential to both 
architects and planners. Over the past 
century, our reliance on electrical light-
ing has increased and this has allowed 
the industry to commonly prioritise a full 
list of criteria ahead of daylight. In recent 
years, even aesthetic concerns have been 
allowed to compromise our basic access 
to daylight. Increasing urban density 
is another particular challenge to day-
light access. Perhaps most importantly, 
scientific researchers will need to more 
clearly define the benefits of daylight on 
health, productivity and the environment 
if natural light is to re-establish itself as 
something of value within the current 
marketplace.
 Despite the fact that daylight has the 
capacity to improve our lives, it is some-
thing that perhaps few of us ever consider. 
Like most issues of importance, raising 

people´s awareness about the subject can 
only be a benefit. Of course, designers and 
planners need to be made aware of how 
their design decisions affect daylight. 
Daylight simulation tools are becom-
ing more accessible and can help to this 
end. Legislators have a key role to play 
as well. However, it is the building users 
who, through increased awareness, have 
not only the power to enact change but 
also the most to gain from it.

Paul Rogers

Prioritise daylight 
– at all scales

Paul Rogers is an architect at BAU Architects in 
Stockholm, Sweden. He specialises in daylight cer-
tification and is founder of ‘Svensk dagsljusberäk-
ning’ (Swedish daylight calculation) with more than 
200 members on LinkedIn. Along with select mem-
bers of this group he is helping the Swedish Building 
code authorities modernise the country’s daylight 
regulations.
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Can we imagine a house without win-
dows? Probably not, yet we don’t seem to 
mind spending most of our lives in arti-
ficial environments, working, studying, 
meeting, shopping deep inside buildings 
where air and light are crafted by ma-
chines to create the most uniform and 
stable conditions. 
 We’ve strived to create the perfectly 
stable environment at work to avoid 
dis-tractions and enhance productivity. 
These conditions are sanctified by design 
recommendations, building regulations 
and energy codes, which have been put 
together, in bona fide and with the best 
intentions, to improve living and work-
ing conditions and environmental foot-
prints. Yet the most basic rule of provid-
ing natural light for all is seldom applied 
and perceived as conflicting with energy-
efficient design. 
 Artificial, electric light is efficient 
and cheap. With it, we humans have 
conquered the night. With it, we can ex-
tinguish the darkness lurking inside the 
deepest rooms. With it, we are witness-

ing the transformation of our cities into 
denser environments with ever larger and 
deeper buildings designed to maximise 
economic profit whilst preserving energy, 
therefore keeping solar radiation out. 
 Views out increase the value of a prop-
erty, so glass surfaces have become perva-
sive. But does a fully glazed facade mean 
more daylight? Fully glazed facades must 
still keep the heat out, transforming glass 
into a highly technical material capable of 
reflecting more sunlight and solar heat, 
sometimes even with negative effects 
on the neighbouring environment. Fully 
glazed facades must minimise glare, and 
typically include add-on manual shading 
devices that are typically deployed and 
forgotten in the down position. 
 Sunlight seems to have become the 
worst offender, even in cloudy and cold 
countries. But we have forgotten that 
this is the light we have evolved with, the 
light that has shaped life on Earth and 
that sustains it day after day. The light 
that, when filtered through the canopy 
of a forest, creates the most perfect envi-

ronment we have known for millions of 
years. But it is also the very environment 
we have just started to reject because of 
our current social, political and economic 
infrastructure, which makes us migrate at 
increasingly faster speed to the megaci-
ties of the 21st century.
 The challenge for new generations 
of building designers is to think about 
the human sensorial experience and the 
fundamental role that sunlight has had in 
shaping our early cities and buildings. The 
challenge is to rediscover how the path of 
the sun shapes our life and experience, 
and apply this lesson to urban planning 
and building design from first principles. 
 Design with sunlight first.

Francesco Anselmo

Design with  
sunlight first

Francesco Anselmo is a Senior Lighting Designer 
at Arup in London, where he has specialised in nu-
merical simulation and visualisation systems and de-
velops computer tools for lighting design, building 
simulation and interaction design. He holds a PhD 
in Environmental Physics and a degree in architec-
tural engineering.  

“The challenge is to rediscover how  
the path of the sun shapes our life and 
experience, and apply this lesson to 
urban planning and building design 
from first principles.”
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In recent years, the interest in day-
lighting has experienced an unquestion-
able growth, not only among architects 
but also among the general public. At the 
same time, many people are also pursu-
ing a healthier lifestyle, caring more about 
their bodies and their nourishment. If this 
weren’t true, how else could we explain 
the success of fitness centres and natural 
foods? In my opinion, this is a direct conse-
quence of the saturation of the model that 
I call “artificial life”, which has become so 
widespread from the mid-twentieth cen-
tury onwards, and has included numerous 
everyday practices that encouraged the 
non-movement of the body. After all, cars 
are there to be used! Why should we lose 
time with a meal? Fast food is so versatile! 
And, related to buildings, why daylight-
ing? Technology can provide all the light 
we desire, at a low cost. Why bother with 
environmental questions? Mother Na-
ture is so generous! 
 Such thoughts were commonplace in 
the second half of the 20th century but, 
nowadays, increasingly appear outdated. 
Besides the well-known effects related to 
energy saving, other important benefits of 
daylight in buildings are being recognised, 
such as visual contact with the outside 
and its stabilising effect on the circadian 
rhythm. This is due to the spectrum of 
daylight, which is the only one that is 
completely adequate for humans when 
compared with other, man-made sources 
of lighting.
 The renewed general interest in day-
lighting has motivated new research pro-
jects and prompted the development of 
new products that are slowly changing the 
manner in which buildings are conceived. 
Increasingly, the dynamic properties of 
daylight are now already considered in the 
design process of buildings, in a manner 
that was unimaginable until a few years 
ago. Numerous new products and devices 
for improved daylighting in buildings are 
now available. But the greatest contribu-
tion to a new way of designing buildings 

will come from a better comprehension 
of the non-visual effects of lighting, which 
are still not fully understood by scientists.
This is the scenario we are currently fac-
ing: a growing interest in daylighting, the 
recognition of its importance, plenty of 
new research related to the theme, new 
concepts and tools for daylighting design, 
as well as new products that have become 
available. But things are not quite as sim-
ple as they seem. Unfortunately, a signifi-
cant part of the new developments is still 
restricted to the realm of researchers and 
specialists, and tends to be considered 
merely an ephemeral 'fashion' by laymen. 
So to ensure that we harness the full po-
tential of daylight in future buildings, we 
must first educate the future generations 
of architects, showing them that it is pos-
sible to design with daylight, and teaching 
them how to do it. 
 Architects are primarily visual beings; 
hence visual stimuli should primarily be 
used to introduce them to daylighting. 
Looking at drawings, photographs – in-
cluding HDR (high-dynamic range) imag-
ing - and physical scale models are excel-
lent for this purpose. Such exercises teach 
us to see, which is a condition sine qua non 
in order to understand lighting as a three-
dimensional element of the architectural 
space. Once this has been achieved, it will 
be relatively simple for students also to 
get acquainted with the most relevant 
daylight calculation methods and lighting 
standards, as well as software programs 
for daylighting design and simulation.

Paulo Scarazzato

Learn to design – 
with light

Prof Dr Paulo Scarazzato is a Brazilian architect 
and lighting designer who teaches at the universities 
of São Paulo and Campinas. In addition to residen-
tial, industrial, commercial and religious buildings, his 
professional portfolio also includes lighting projects 
in heritage listed buildings as well as hospitals and 
transportation interchanges. Paulo Scarazzato is a 
member of the Daylighting Committee of the Illumi-
nating Engineering Society of North America (IES) 
and sits on two technical committees of the Commis-
sion Internationale de L´Éclairage (CIE). 
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“The character of daylight is not the same 
in the north as it is in the south. The 
two types of light must be treated dif- 
ferently in the design of daylight aper- 
tures in buildings if we want to harness 
the local daylight in an optimal way.”

Mankind evolved underneath the sky 
of the Earth. Hence our species has always 
existed in close relation to the particular 
light there is on the surface of our planet. 
Much research in recent years points to 
how important it is for us to be exposed to 
daylight in order to exist and to feel well. 
Therefore the straightforward conclu-
sion often is to ask for as much daylight 
as possible to light up our interiors. The 
more light the better. 
 But quantity and quality are not al-
ways the same. A lot of light does not 
automatically make for an agreeable and 
well-functioning visual environment. So 
new questions arise: how to light up in-
terior spaces? How can we benefit from 
the qualities of daylight indoors, and how 
should daylight be transformed on its way 
into a building's interior? 
 Two aspects are of importance to an-
swering these questions:

– knowledge about the characteristics 
of daylight, which vary depending on 
the latitude of the location

–  understanding how to design light 
apertures that distribute light effi-
ciently in the interior and, at the same 
time, create a high-quality visual  
environment.

The character of daylight is not the same 
in the north as it is in the south. We all 
know this from travelling abroad. Day-
light varies not only throughout the day 
and the year but also according to latitude. 
These fluctuations create the local day-
light characteristics and contribute to the 
‘poetry’ of a place. The delicate pale Nor-
dic light, with its variations in whiteness 
and shades of grey, is the complete oppo-
site of the bright Southern light, where 
large contrasts between light and shadow 
are a typical feature. The two types of light 
reveal architecture in different ways and 
thereby create different environments 
and atmospheres. Therefore they must 
also be treated differently in the design 
of daylight apertures in buildings if we 
want to harness the local daylight in an 
optimal way.
 Vernacular architecture is often re-
ferred to as ‘custom designed’ according 
to local climate and daylight. In the same 
spirit, the knowledge mentioned above 
could be a driver for change in building 
design, converting the traditional facade 
windows into daylight apertures that 
carefully respond to local daylight condi-
tions, and enabling architects to design 
beautiful, well-lit spaces that human be-
ings will feel comfortable in. 

Nanet Mathiasen

The genius loci of 
daylighting design

Nanet Mathiasen trained as an architect and has 
been a teacher and researcher at the The Royal Dan-
ish Academy of Fine Arts Schools of Architecture, 
Design and Conservation. She has recently submit-
ted her PhD thesis Nordic Light and its Impact on the 
Design of Apertures in Nordic Architecture, and has 
started working for the Danish Building Research In-
stitute at Aalborg University. 
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The desire for daylight indoors 
serves as a constant reminder that – not-
withstanding our remarkable technical 
accomplishments – human beings are, 
constitutionally, ‘outdoor animals’. This 
is hardly surprising given the timescales 
over which evolution occurs, but easy to 
forget given the rapid pace of technologi-
cal progress. Buildings have long provided 
shelter, but it is only relatively recently 
that we have become accustomed to 
spending the majority of the daylight 
hours indoors. The economic imperatives 
followed in the 1950s led to very deep-
plan, side-lit office spaces – effectively 
windowless for the majority of occupants. 
These were eventually shown to be un-
sustainable for a variety of reasons: social, 
psychological and, not least, economic. 
Workers in such spaces – disconnected 
from the outside – appeared to perform 
less well than their competitors who had 
better daylight and views, i.e. with bet-
ter ‘connection’ to the outside. Daylight 
provision for the workplace and schools 
is now ‘hot topic’ – but what of daylight 
in the home?
 The 2012 Future Homes Commission 
survey showed that “63% [of potential uk 
house-buyers] rated natural light as the 
most important aspect of a home”. A need 
that many (in the uk at least) feel is not 
being met by much of the modern hous-
ing stock on the market. For some housing 
developers, the energy/carbon reduction 
imperatives are interpreted as dwellings 
needing smaller rather than better win-
dows. It would be an unfortunate irony if 
the goal of protecting the natural environ-
ment resulted in dwellings where the oc-
cupants became more disconnected from 
the (outdoor) environment we are trying 
to protect. The daylighting properties of 
a residential dwelling depend on: glaz-
ing configuration; aspect/orientation; 
space layout; wall thickness; overhangs/
obstructions and site context – in addi-
tion to the glazing area, which is often the 

sole consideration for simplistic energy-
based evaluations. In order to satisfy both 
energy reduction directives and need for 
connectivity to the outdoors, we need bet-
ter rather than smaller windows for our 
dwellings. And there needs to be greater 
thought given to the arrangement of the 
windows and their integration with the 
building envelope. In short, the daylight-
ing design of residential buildings should 
be a key consideration for developers – 
the house buying public (in the uk) have 
made that very plain.
 The daylight metric best suited to the 
evaluation of residential buildings is cur-
rently a matter for debate. Contenders in-
clude useful daylight illuminance (udi) 
and spatial daylight autonomy (sda). 
Because the potential for sunlight to di-
rectly illuminate a room is an important 
consideration for dwellings, a ‘sunlight 
beam’ metric could be an effective com-
pliment to absolute illumination metrics 
such as udi or sda. This summer, a new 
schema to precision-quantify the annual 
sunlight beam potential of window aper-
tures was presented for the first time at 
the 28th Quadrennial Session of the cie 
in Manchester, uk. 
 The new schema aims to provide a 
methodology to answer the not-so-simple 
question: how much sunlight can enter 
a room? The measure proposed is the 
cross-sectional area of a sunlight beam 

that: (a) passes through a window; and, 
(b) enters the main volume of the inter-
nal space. The new measure – called the 
sunlight beam index – is determined for 
a full year on a timestep basis (e.g. every 
15 minutes) but it can be aggregated into 
monthly or yearly totals. The annual total 
provides a single measure for: one win-
dow; a group of windows; or all the win-
dows for an entire dwelling. 
 The new approach will of course need 
to be scrutinised and tested using real-
world examples. What is not in doubt is 
the need for a meaningful assessment of 
the daylight/sun potential of residential 
dwellings, using measures that can be 
readily understood by both homebuyers 
and developers alike.

John Mardaljevic

Towards new 
metrics for better 
daylighting

“In order to satisfy both energy reduc- 
tion directives and need for connectivity 
to the outdoors, we need better rather 
than smaller windows for our dwellings.”

John Mardaljevic (PhD, FSLL) is Professor of Build-
ing Daylight Modelling at the School of Civil & Build-
ing Engineering, Loughborough University, UK. He 
pioneered what is now known as Climate-Based Day-
light Modelling (CBDM). Founded on rigorous vali-
dation work, Climate-Based Daylight Modelling is 
now the basis for research and, increasingly, indus-
try practice worldwide. John Mardaljevic currently 
serves as the 'UK Principal Expert on Daylight' for 
the European Committee for Standardisation CEN/
TC 169 Work Group 11, and on a number of techni-
cal committees of the International Commission on 
Illumination (CIE).
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Evolution has conditioned human be-
ings to flourish in daylight. This is borne 
out by many involuntary functions we are 
unable to influence, such as the automatic 
adjustment of our eyes to brightness, dis-
tance and colour, our circadian rhythm of 
day and night, and, not least, the produc-
tion of vitamin D through exposure of our 
skin to sunlight, an essential process for 
the regulation of bone growth and cal-
cium levels in blood. Furthermore, the 
uplifting spirit that we all feel on a sunny 
day also testifies to the psychological im-
portance of bright daylight.
 But as we are now spending more and 
more time indoors, every effort should be 
made to allow daylight to be experienced 
in its most natural form inside buildings 
as well. Unfortunately, there has been no 
significant progress in the development 
of systems for daylighting, i.e. building 
elements that (at least in our latitudes) 
transmit as much diffuse natural light as 
possible to the inside of buildings while 
avoiding direct sunlight.
 This can probably be attributed to the 
fact that, in order to effectively exploit ex-
isting natural light, such systems essen-
tially have to be optimised and adapted 
to every individual building. Any change 
in the alignment of a building, even on the 
same site, will require a different strategy 
for shading or directing light to the inside. 
It is this circumstance that prevents any 
large-scale production of these systems 
that would lead to a necessary and desir-
able reduction in costs, allowing such sys-
tems to become more widely available.
 This problem is compounded by the 
notion of ‘energy conservation at all costs,’ 
formulated with no clear concept: designs 
for new buildings and for converting old 

ones rely heavily on energy-based consid-
erations to justify the use of triple glazing. 
But this is a misconception that ignores 
the corresponding rise in the amount 
of artificial lighting required due to the 
reduced influx of daylight. And planning 
almost never takes account of the fact 
that triple glazing disproportionately 
filters out certain parts on the extreme 
edge of the visible spectrum (ultraviolet 
and infrared light), which recent medical 
opinion considers to be very important 
for health. 
 From all of these observations it fol-
lows that we need an architecture that 
knows how to provide enough daylight 
while offering protection against over-
heating using cost-effective ‘low tech’ 
solutions. ‘Myopic energy conservation’ 
needs to be replaced by ‘real efficiency,’ de-
fined as achieving a worthwhile goal while 
conserving a maximum of resources.
 A worthwhile goal must be to create the 
best possible lighting environment for the 
people who work, live and relax in a build-
ing. Exploring such interconnections in 
more detail and imparting the knowledge 
to budding architects should be our most 
urgent task.

Peter Andres Focusing on people: 
with clear priorities 
towards better 
architecture 

Prof Peter Andres set up his own lighting design 
company in Hamburg in 1986 and opened a branch 
office in Tirol in 2001. Peter Andres has been honor-
ary professor at the PBSA Peter Behrens School of 
Architecture, University of Applied Sciences in Düs-
seldorf since 2006. He received the award “Lighting 
Designer of the Year” in 2012, and in 2013 he was 
awarded the German Lighting Design Awards prize 
in the category ‘Education’. Projects carried out by 
his company include the daylighting design for the 
VELUX LichtAktiv Haus in Hamburg.
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Daylighting has always been an es-
sential and irreplaceable resource in the 
field of architecture.
 It can be considered a resource from 
a design perspective, since it contributes 
significantly to the character and appear-
ance of indoor spaces in buildings, due to 
such features as quantity, distribution 
and direction, through effects of light and 
shadow, and as a result of its variability in 
space and time. 
 It is a resource from an economic 
perspective, since daylight availability 
and the quality of daylighting design con-
tribute to the economic value of buildings, 
whilst the quantity of daylight available 
during the occupancy hours of spaces a 
leads to a reduction in the use of electric 
lighting and consequently in energy costs. 
 But natural light is also a resource for 
the people who use the buildings. A daylit 
luminous environment and the presence 
of openings towards the outside are es-
sential for the health and well-being of 
the users, from both a physiological and 
a psychological point of view. The ben-
eficial effects of views outside include 
eye relaxation, perception of the flow 
of time, spatial relation to the outdoor 
context, and many more. Furthermore, 
the intensity, spectrum and variability 
of daylight can positively affect human 
circadian rhythms and reduce seasonal 
affective disorder. 
 Daylight can also affect productivity 
and comfort when carrying out visual 
tasks. In terms of visual comfort, it leads 
to both benefits and drawbacks. The large 
amount of light that can reach the work-
plane, its high colour rendering and spec-
tral variability are generally perceived as 
benefits. Conversely, the high luminance 
of daylight sources can produce direct 
glare or reflected glare on glossy surfaces. 
 Given all its benefits, daylighting is a 
fundamental part of sustainable architec-
ture, and new developments in daylight-
ing research and technology are influenc-

ing the way buildings are being made or 
will be designed in the future.
 One development area concerns the 
metrics adopted to assess daylighting. 
Since the beginning of the last decade, 
climate-based metrics have been pro-
posed to take into account the annual 
daylight potential of a building. In 2012, 
the Illuminating Engineering Society of 
North America (iesna) proposed two 
new metrics to assess indoor daylighting 
performance: spatial Daylight Autonomy 
(sda), which indicates the percentage of 
area in a room where the illuminance by 
daylight alone is >=300 lux for at least 
50% of the time; and Annual Sunlight 
Exposure (ase), which is an indicator of 
the potential risk of glare over the course 
of a year. It indicates the percentage of 
area in a room where the illuminance by 
direct sunlight is greater than 1,000 lux 
for at least 250 hours a year.
 These two dynamic metrics have 
now been included in the latest version 
of the leed program for green building 
certification (leed v4). Furthermore, 
researchers are even trying to conceive 
new metrics that are based not only on 
visual comfort issues but also on non-
visual effects of light or on aesthetic and 
perceptual aspects of illumination. For 
the future, the consolidation of effec-
tive daylighting metrics, which consider 
all the aspects related to daylight rather 
than just those based on workplane illu-
minance, will be essential for the overall 
assessment of building performance.
 The development of technologies for 
building envelopes is another important 
driver of innovation related to daylight-
ing. High-performance, transparent 
envelopes or building openings are be-
ing conceived to reduce energy loads 
and increase human comfort. These in-
novations are often associated with the 
concept of ‘adaptive technologies’, which 
can be active or passive, and generally 
influence both the thermal and visual 

Anna Pellegrino Creating change 
through daylight
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performance of buildings. Some exam-
ples are glazed facades with integrated, 
complex solar control components, pas-
sive daylight redirecting systems, phase 
change materials or even more traditional 
solutions such as electrochromic glazing, 
which is now undergoing a revival thanks 
to the potential size of the building retrofit 
market. In the case of complex systems, 
particular attention should be paid to 
their interaction with, and acceptability 
by, the user. This is another aspect that 
could influence the overall building per-
formance to a great extent.
 Although natural light has always been 
recognised as an inherent building mate-
rial, new goals should be pursued in future 
buildings: daylighting for human health, 
well-being and space enhancement rath-
er than only for proper workplane illumi-
nance; daylight control for the optimisa-
tion of both visual and thermal comfort, 
daylight maximisation in order to reduce 
the overall (both electric and thermal) en-
ergy use In buildings. 

All these aspects are already targeted in 
building design practice, but often at a late 
stage of the process and by different pro-
fessionals or experts. Daylighting design 
should be approached in a more holistic 
way: developing solutions that are part of 
the architectural concept, while meeting 
visual, thermal and energy needs. Fur-
thermore, daylighting should be a major 
focus area of the design process, right 
from the early stages, and should be com-
prehensively studied on all scales from ur-
ban design to building components. 
  
Anna Pellegrino is an Associate Professor at Po-
litecnico di Torino, Italy. She holds a degree in Ar-
chitecture and a PhD in Energetics from the same 
university. Currently, Anna Pellegrino is a member of 
the research group TEBE (Technology Energy Build-
ing Environment; www.polito.it/tebe) at the Depart-
ment of Energetics of the Politecnico di Torino. Her 
main research interests are all within the field of 
lighting: from lighting and control technologies to 
lighting applications and energy use, from lighting 
design to issues of light and health, visual comfort 
and material damage.  
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“The best way to achieve this change  
is through development of distributed 
intelligence in the form of smart lu- 
minaires, windows and skylights that  
carry their own sensors as well as  
logic controllers that adjust operable 
components based on environmental 
conditions.”

The benefits of daylight are many 
and their importance depends on the type 
of space. They include psychological ben-
efits in terms of view and the connection 
to the outdoors, biological benefits in 
terms of support for circadian rhythms, 
visual performance benefits in terms of 
excellent (by default) colour rendering, 
as well as energy and economic benefits 
through the potential for reduction of 
electric lighting and hvac loads. 
 New developments in daylighting re-
search and technology development are 
expected to have significant impact in the 
way we design buildings, aiming not only 
on visual but also on psychological and 
biological benefits. There are two main 
r&d areas that I expect will have strong 
impact. The first one is related to ad-
vancement in sensors, communications 
and controls, which will increase the reli-
ability of automated electric lighting con-
trols for daylight harvesting, and, most 
important, automated daylight manage-
ment at the window and skylight level, 
based on sensing environmental changes 
indoors and outdoors. The second r&d 
area is in core sunlighting systems, which 
bring sunlight in the building core, i.e., in 
spaces away from windows and skylights, 
through sunlight collection, transporta-
tion and distribution systems. 
 To fully harness daylight in future 
buildings, we need not only to increase 
the reliability and cost-effectiveness of 
electric lighting controls for daylight har-
vesting, but also to include daylight man-

agement through operable windows and 
skylights that automatically adjust their 
solar optical properties based on changes 
in their environment, to maximise per-
formance in terms of comfort and energy 
efficiency. 
 I think that the best way to achieve this 
change is through development of distrib-
uted intelligence in the form of smart 
luminaires, windows and skylights that 
carry their own sensors (occupancy, light, 
temperature, wind, etc.) as well as logic 
controllers that adjust operable compo-
nents to optimise performance based on 
environmental conditions, focusing on 
comfort during occupancy and energy ef-
ficiency during vacancy. Smart luminaires 
that communicate with each other have 
the potential to dramatically increase the 
reliability of electric lighting controls for 
daylight harvesting. Smart windows that 
communicate with electric lighting lumi-
naires and hvac systems have the poten-
tial to optimise performance in terms of 
comfort, energy efficiency and peak elec-
tricity demand reduction. 

Konstantinos 
Papamichael

Better daylight 
through distributed 
intelligence

Dr Konstantinos (Kosta) Papamichael is a Profes-
sor in the Department of Design and the Co-Direc-
tor of the California Lighting Technology Center at 
the University of California, Davis.  He is a member 
of the US National Committee of the International 
Commission for Illumination (CIE) and the Chair of 
the Daylighting Committee of the Illuminating Engi-
neering Society (IES), for which he led the develop-
ment of the new version of the IES Recommended 
Practice for Daylighting Buildings.
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Daylighting as a research topic 
situates itself at the interface between 
psycho-physiological and environmental 
factors. It brings together questions rel-
evant to architectural design and building 
engineering, but also to human physiol-
ogy and behaviour, which makes it both 
a challenging and essential aspect of how 
“performative” a space can be considered.
 Can we better integrate the complex-
ity of human needs in buildings into effec-
tive design and decision-making support 
for daylit spaces? How well a given space 
is daylit is, by essence, a multifaceted 
question. It is a key factor in how well 
any visual task will be performed and 
a main driver of occupant satisfaction 
regarding visual and thermal comfort 
(and hence energy consumption result-
ing from trying to meet comfort require-
ments). It has a strong impact on human 
health and well-being, a close association 
with (subjective) emotional delight and 
perceived quality of a space, and is highly 
dynamic and variable in nature resulting 
from a combination of predictable (sun 
course) and stochastic (weather) pat-
terns. There is, as a result, a multiplicity 
of perspectives from which daylighting 
performance can – and should – be eval-
uated in building design. Through very 
different perspectives, ranging from 
task-driven illumination or comfort to 
human-driven health and perception, 
the architect is hence faced with multiple, 
highly variable criteria that can conflict 
but need to be brought together to lead 
to a satisfying solution.
 What the numerous existing tools and 
approaches have in common is the aim of 
trying to either define or meet broadly 
acceptable (yet sometimes population- 
or condition-specific) target values so 
as to guide design towards objectively 
‘better’ performance. Yet daylighting 
is known to be a field where no strictly 
defined numerical boundaries are en-
forced. There is a vast range of param-

eters and values that contribute to ‘good’ 
daylighting design and make absolute 
performance targets of questionable 
relevance. The question of “how good is 
good?” is indeed far from trivial with the 
multifaceted, highly variable nature of 
daylighting performance, about which 
people – occupants as much as design-
ers – have highly diverging opinions.
 Architectural design cannot be rep-
licated by a well-defined computational 
process because optimisation does not 
respond well to the non-deterministic, 
ill-defined and unpredictable nature of 
the design process. Therefore, computer 
technology and its efficiency in compar-
ing and testing options should be used to 
help designers fulfil their primary role, 
which is: to know what to look for.
 The ‘human’ challenge at hand is two-
fold. It comes from the human nature of 
the designer, which remains the main 
driver of a design process: the ultimate 
balance between multiple, often-con-
flicting criteria cannot solely be based on 
measurable parameters, thus the design 
process must remain non-deterministic. 
And it comes from the human nature of 
the occupants, which encompasses indi-
vidual diversity and temporal variability: 
as we know, to feel comfortable in a day-
lit space can result in very different con-
straints depending on the time of day, the 
season and the location of the building. 
Furthermore, human factors will induce 
diverging preferences for comfort from 
individual to another. The necessary flex-
ibility and dynamic response of design 
goals also applies to our cyclic physi-
ological needs or to the ever-changing 
ambiance of a space that contributes so 
intimately to its uniqueness.
 To more deeply embed the diversity 
and variability of human needs as foun-
dational elements of daylighting design 
and put human occupants back at the core 
of the question, we need to reach out to 
other research fields, so as to bring new 

Marilyne 
Andersen
 

Building occupants 
in the spotlight
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insights and a deeper understanding of 
how we interact with our environment:

– as human inhabitants of a living space 
who need to be in an environment 
conducive to health, and have physi-
ological light exposure needs whose 
time- and spectrum-dependent non-
visual effects we are only beginning to 
understand, thanks to recent findings 
in circadian photoreception research

– as users of a (work)space who perform 
a task for which comfortable visual 
conditions are needed, and behave 
dynamically in a space in which light-
ing must be well controlled as a key 
factor of workplace satisfaction and 
ergonomics

– as witnesses of a delightful space who 
want to enjoy it and seek to experience 
its choreography of geometry and light 
dynamics

– and so on.

What we must identify is how a building 
should respond to two inputs: on the one 
hand to what we have, i.e. analysing the 
resources available to work with (i.e. the 
building’s environment whether natural 
or built, its localisation, climate etc); on the 
other hand to what we need, to determine 

whether and how the needs of the build-
ing’s occupants can be met. The ultimate 
objective is to provide building designers 
with the means necessary to assess critical 
parameters in a successful design and effi-
ciently combine qualitative and quantita-
tive criteria in the solution search process.

A more comprehensive and extended 
version of this text has been published 
in the Fifty Year Anniversary Golden 
Issue for Building and Environment as: 
M. Andersen, Unweaving the Human 
Response in Daylighting Design, Build-
ing and Environment 91: 101-117, Sept 
2015 (http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.build-
env.2015.03.014).

“To more deeply embed the diversity  
and variability of human needs as found- 
ational elements of daylighting design 
and put human occupants back at the 
core of the question, we need to reach 
out to other research fields, so as to 
bring new insights and a deeper under- 
standing of how we interact with our 
environment.”

Marilyne Andersen is Full Professor of Sustainable 
Construction Technologies and Dean of the School 
of Architecture, Civil & Environmental Engineering 
(ENAC), at the École Polytechnique Fédérale de Laus-
anne (EPFL). She is also Head of the Interdiscipli-
nary Laboratory of Performance-Integrated Design, 
whose research activities focus on building perfor-
mance in the architectural context, and particularly 
on the use and optimisation of daylight in buildings. 
 Before joining EPFL, she was Associate Pro-
fessor at the School of Architecture & Planning at 
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in 
Cambridge, USA, and Head of the MIT Daylighting 
Lab that she founded in 2004.
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“We are human beings, we are a part  
of nature, and we have been, in a very 
basic way, conditioned by natural light 
and the natural landscape. Daylight,  
as well as access to views outside, is  
an essential part of our health − biologi-
cally, psychologically and spiritually.”

The most important benefit of daylight 
in buildings, in my perspective, is the con-
nection of the inside to the outside. We 
are human beings, we are a part of nature, 
and we have been, in a very basic way, con-
ditioned by natural light and the natural 
landscape. Daylight, as well as access to 
views outside, is an essential part of our 
health – biologically, psychologically and 
spiritually. 
 This our relationship with light has 
been an important part of our rich history 
of building, of our desire to incorporate 
openings into our buildings and of our 
drive towards technological progress that 
allows us to do so in increasingly sophisti-
cated ways. As we extend the boundaries 
of building design, research in the area of 
new, smart building materials that trans-
mit daylight is of utmost importance. 
These materials can be a game changer 
in defining what a window is in the future, 
and how the inside and outside are medi-
ated over time in a building. 
 In our present design process, which is 
largely informed by sustainability models 
(including green building labels), there is 
a balance that needs to be struck between 
the extent of openings in a building (size, 
position, material, etc) and its thermal ef-
ficiency. With material that has greater 
thermal efficiency, levels of photosensi-
tivity, and intelligence to change with the 
external climatic conditions, we will be 
able to bring more daylight into a build-
ing without compromising its thermal ef-
ficiency. These materials also need to be 

developed to a point of economic feasibil-
ity and ease of use for mass integration 
into buildings.
 Finally, with evolving technology, our 
perspectives, legislation and sustain-
ability rating tools need to evolve further 
too, so as to be instrumental in creating 
architecture that is both sustainable 
for the Earth’s ecosphere and energy 
resources as well as for human health. 
Strictly enforced quantitative evaluation 
sometimes results in designs that simply 
seek to meet numbers but, as a result, of-
fer compromised quality of space to the 
human being. Rating tools need to evolve 
beyond this, into tools that inspire and 
enable design processes which result in 
more wholesome spaces. Truly sustain-
able building and healthy, nourishing 
architecture are but the same thing, and 
we need to recognize and validate this. 

Vellachi Ganesan

Daylight – 
a perspective

Vellachi Ganesan is an artist, designer and educa-
tor who works primarily with the medium of light. So 
far, she has worked with a diverse range of institu-
tions and companies including the ICEHOTEL, Arup, 
Nanayang Technological University and ION Or-
chard. She received her Masters in Architectural 
Lighting Design from the Royal Institute of Technol-
ogy in Stockholm, Sweden, and Bachelors in Archi-
tecture from the National University of Singapore. 
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HOOKED ON LIGHT
The Natural Light project by 
Little Sun and the VELUX Group

In the world’s industrialised nations, we 
have gotten used to having light at our 
disposal anywhere, 24 hours a day. For the 
1.1 billion people world-wide who live in 
off-grid regions, however, light can literally 
change lives – and sometimes even save 
them. Together with the social business, 
Little Sun, the VELUX Group has there- 
fore initiated the Natural Light project.  
It aims to provide thousands of these 
people with cost-efficient, functional and 
beautiful solar lamps.
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Light can change lives – this simple fact 
becomes evident once you venture into one 
of the off-grid regions of our planet. Reading, 
learning and doing business after dark is dif-
ficult in these areas, children can study less 
for school, shops close down early. Security 
at night is compromised, providing medical 
services becomes much more difficult, and 
social life suffers. In most cases, people in 
these areas help themselves with kerosene 

lamps – an expensive solution that is neit-
her good for their health nor for the climate. 
On average, households in off-grid regions 
spend between 10 and 25% of their income 
on the fuel. In terms of emissions, sitting next 
to a kerosene lamp for one evening is equiva-
lent to smoking two packets of cigarettes. 
And worldwide, the burning of kerosene is 
responsible for around 190 million tons of 
CO2 emissions.  

With Natural Light, the VELUX Group and 
Little Sun have joined forces to change this 
situation. In the course of the project, 29,000 
highly efficient solar-powered LED lamps 
will be produced. Half of them will be dis-
tributed by the NGO, Plan International, at 
locally affordable prices to people in Zimb-
abwe, Zambia and Senegal. 
 Frederik Ottesen, engineer and co-foun-
der of Little Sun, says: “By replacing kero-
sene lanterns with solar-powered lamps, a 
family living off-grid can reduce their ligh-
ting energy costs by 90% over two years 
– and receive 10 times stronger and better 
quality light.“

But Natural Light is not just about bringing 
sustainable light to Africa. The solar lamps 
have to be long-life, lightweight and suitable 
for a variety of purposes. Furthermore, they 
have to appeal to their owners emotionally 
as well. The three partners have therefore 
initiated an international competition for 
design students, to which 172 designs from 
65 countries were entered. In May 2015, an 
interdisciplinary jury selected the winners: 
Natural Light will be produced to a design 
by Mariana Arando and Luca Fondello from 
Buenos Aires.

The challenge

The idea

“The competition gives students the possibility both to do something real and something that 
is going to be helpful to people in different ways. This is a nice challenge for contemporary 
design, and I am happy to be a part of it.”
Patricia Urquiola, jury member

“The young and upcoming designers in the competition showed a remarkable creativity and 
willingness to ‘think out of the box’.  There was a great diversity in the submissions, and also 
a sense of humour in many of them. This made choosing the winner both an interesting and 
difficult task for us.”
Koyo Kouoh, jury member

“Providing access to light is not only about answering a functional need. It is also about under-
standing the intimate link between energy and our aspirations, our common global desire for 
happiness. I strongly believe that these two aspects of design must always be seen as one. The 
winning design addresses both – and more: it understands that holding energy in your hand 
makes you feel empowered. This design is empowering.”
Olafur Eliasson, chairman of the jury

“The solution lies in the principle of shared value, which involves creating economic value in a 
way that also creates value for society by addressing its needs and challenges. Businesses 
must reconnect company success with social progress. Shared value is not social responsibil-
ity, philanthropy, or even sustainability, but a new way to achieve economic success. It is not 
on the margin of what companies do but at the centre. We believe that it can give rise to the 
next major transformation of business thinking.“
Michael E. Porter and Mark R. Kramer: Creating Shared Value. Harvard Business Review, 
January 2011
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The jury

The winners

The international competition jury consisted of seven artists, designers, engineers and mar-
keting experts, many of whom are among the world leaders in their respective fields:

Olafur Eliasson 
(head of the jury)
Artist and co-founder  
of Little Sun, Berlin,  
Germany/Copenhagen, 
Denmark

Patricia Urquiola
Architect and interior  
designer, founder of Studio 
Urquiola, Milan, Italy

Ije Nwokorie
Global CEO of the Wolff 
Olins brand consultancy, 
London, UK

Koyo Kouoh
Curator, author and  
founding artistic  
director of RAW  
Material Company,  
Dakar, Senegal

Melody Sarudzayi 
Joachim
Nurse and vice chair- 
person of Alight  
Zimbabwe Trust, Little 
Sun's distribution partners, 
Harare, Zimbabwe

Frederik Ottesen 
Engineer, entrepreneur and 
co-founder of Little Sun, 
Copenhagen, Denmark

Michael K. Rasmussen 
Chief Marketing Offi-
cer of the VELUX Group, 
Hørsholm, Denmark

Mariana Arando (aged 22) and Luca Fon-
dello (aged 23) both live in Buenos Aires, 
Argentina, and are studying Industrial 
Design together at the University of Buenos 
Aires (FADU). They said: “Winning such a 
competition could represent a huge opportu-
nity for our future careers.  We are so anxious 
to see our design and concept for the solar 

lamp when it has been produced and is ser-
ving its purpose. We liked the idea of helping 
and empowering people who do not have 
electricity, and that was our primary moti-
vating factor throughout the whole process.”

‘Light as a unifying element’ was the motto 
that guided Mariana Arando and Luca Fond-
ello in the design of their lamp. Rather than a 
stand-alone object, ‘enganchate’ (which, in 
English, means ‘cling onto it’, but also ‘get 
hooked’), is a multi-purpose lighting tool that 
can be used as a floor, table or pendant lamp, 
but also be linked to form ‘chains’ of several 
elements. The body of the lamp contains three 
batteries, which are charged during daytime 
by a high-efficiency photovoltaic cell on the 

back of the body. Light is produced by a lat-
est-generation LED provided with a polycar-
bonate diffuser to eliminate glare.
 Alongside its self-explanatory form and 
functional added value, ‘enganchate’ also 
responds to some specific requirements that 
were laid down in the competition rules. The 
design had to be converted into a product, 
with worldwide market potential, that should 
cost no more than 4 Euros to produce and 
weigh no more than 300 grams.

The winning model

“There was a very strong sense of diversity, very different ideas. It seemed that the appeal of 
the competition reached a younger group, and this makes me optimistic that solar energy will 
resonate with the next generation.”
Olafur Eliasson, chairman of the jury

“At the heart of the winning lamp is a simple, poetic idea that fulfils all the competition’s crite-
ria. In design, functionality and name, it tells a captivating story, beautifully presented, about 
light’s ability to connect a community or family and create social spaces.”
From the jury verdict about ‘enganchate’
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The partners Alongside the VELUX Group, the following two partners are involved in the Natural Light project:

Little Sun is a social business and global pro-
ject founded by artist Olafur Eliasson and 
engineer Frederik Ottesen to get clean and 
affordable light to people living in areas with-
out electricity. The project was officially 
launched in July 2012 at London’s Tate Mod-
ern. Since then, over 300,000 units of the pro-
ject’s first product, the Little Sun solar lamp, 
have been sold all over the world. 

Plan International is one of the oldest and 
largest children's development organisations 
in the world. Founded 78 years ago, Plan oper-
ates in 52 developing countries across Africa, 
Asia and the Americas. So far, the organisa-
tion has initiated projects in eight sectors: 
education, health, water and sanitation, pro-
tection against violence, economic security, 
emergency relief, child participation, and sex-
ual health.

The impact It is difficult to estimate what will happen to the Natural Lights once they are sold. But the suc-
cess story so far of the Little Sun lamp provides some hints on the benefits they will provide:    

Ellen Khumbulani,  
a distributor of the lamp from 
Epworth Village near Harare 
(Zimbabwe), reports: “My life 
has changed so fast. We sold 
all our cattle to meet medical 
expenses when my father  
died four years ago, and I never 
dreamt of owning livestock 
again. But because of this 
project, I foresee our family 
buying the lost livestock back  
if this project continues up- 
ward like this. I no longer have 
problems sending my two 
children to school, and I have 
joined with three other sellers 
so that we may expand our 
business.“ 

Panchamp Singh,  
a farmer who lives on the 
foothills of the Himalaya in 
Northern India, commented: 
“The lamp is a relief. Now  
I don’t have to go down the 
mountain to buy batteries  
for my flashlight. It’s a tough 
trip for me, and it is very 
expensive to buy batteries.  
I will use the lamp to move 
around in the village in the 
evening. My eyesight is bad,  
so the lamp will make it much 
safe for me to move around.”

Pascasie Redie,  
a basketmaker from Burundi, 
also hopes she will be able to 
afford one of the lamps soon: 
“If only we had this Little Sun, 
we could make maybe two 
baskets a week, and not just 
one as we do now. It will  
double our income. And the 
money we earn we can use  
to pay for school for our 
children, and maybe we also 
can go buying things we  
need at home.”

The Natural Light design competition was a 
one-time event but has the potential to cre-
ate lasting impact. The lamps will be manu-
factured in China and will then be distributed 
by Little Sun and Plan International to Sen-
egal, Zimbabwe and Zambia. Local entrepre-
neurs in the three countries will receive an 
initial stock of solar lamps to sell at locally 
affordable prices in communities without 
electricity. They can use the profit thus gen-
erated to purchase additional solar lamps, 

which, in turn, creates employment opportu-
nities. This business model, which treats the 
lamps as a commodity rather than a gift, 
makes Natural Light a financially self-sus-
taining project. Project partner Little Sun can 
use the revenue from the sales of the first 
14,500 lamps to produce additional Natural 
Lights. Co-founder Frederik Ottesen thus 
hopes that the initial supply will soon be fol-
lowed by another 100,000 lamps.

The business model

“The solar-powered lamps will benefit entire communities where electricity is a scarce resource. 
In countries that have an unemployment rate of more than 60 per cent, this program makes a 
big difference to the lives of the people involved, who are given a chance to support themselves.”
Gwen Wisti, Managing Director, Plan International Denmark
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“The light is clean, bright and healthy for the children, who used to develop eye and chest prob-
lems as a result of soot they had to endure from the kerosene lamps. I can confirm that should 
this product reach all the corners of our community, children’s performances will be boosted.”
Natsai Mlambo, school teacher in Chipinge (Zimbabwe)
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pher who lives and works in Copenhagen. His areas 
of particular interest are music and portrait pho-
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contrasts and a strong graphic emphasis. So far, his 
work has mainly been exhibited in Denmark and the 
USA, at such locales as the Royal Danish Library in 
Copenhagen, Brandts Klaedefabrik in Odense and 
the Scandinavia House in New York. 

Thekla Ehling (born 1968) is a German photo- 
grapher based in Cologne. She studied photography 
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